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HDL...The Best is
Yet To Come!
This year Heating
Distributors Ltd
celebrates 25 years in
business. Shay Kiernan
and his teasm mark the
occasion by looking
forward to the next 25
years. See 20-page pull-
out profile inside.
to concentrate the production of
all domestic panel
manufacturing in Wicklow and
the commercial tube radiators in
Clonmel.
g
business with responsibility for
development in the UK, Irish
and European markets. He was
previously General Manager,
Marketing, with an Bord Bainne
and before that AssIstant Chief
Executive, Commercial, Bord
Gais;
Rudy Van Eysendeyk continues
in hi position as Managing
Director, Veha V, the radiator
manufacturing sibsidiary in
Belgium. He will be
responsible for Veha's sales and
manufacturing operations
throughout Europe.
For the future, the logical
development would seem to be
KENTZ •• The Uncertainty
Continues For Creditors
Trade creditors •• especially those in the
medium to small debt category of the Kentz
Group •• had their worst fears confirmed
recently with the Examiner, Mr Hugh Cooney's
interim report.
To date, he calculates that only eight
companies (and the whole or part of their
undertakings) within the Group are capable of
survival as going concerns, and that depends
on the continued availability of working capital
to fund their operations during the period of
the Court protection.
He has also formed the opinion that seven
companies are not capable of survival.
In the meantime, creditors owed sums •• which
in the context of the overall Kentz Group
deficit may seem insignificant but which are
critical for the very survival of those
companies •• can only sit and wait, their fate
totally out of their hands at this stage.
For many of these companies business is at a
standstill. They cannot pay their suppliers,
they are finding it difficult to cover overheads,
jobs are under threat, etc, etc.
The sooner this sorry episode is brought to an
end one way or another the better.
Tony Mullins who, since taking
control at Barlo, has transformed
the company into a truly
European-wide radiator business.
This he has achieved by a
mixture of shrewed acquisitions
and professionally-executed
sales and marketing strategies.
Wicklow plant -- Barlo has said
little else. It is understood that
both companies will continue to
operate very much
independently in the short term,
albeit under a new management
structure.
Among the most important of
these management changes are
the following:-
John Kennedy, Managing
Director of the commercial
radiator business. He is now
responsible for the continued
expansion and develoment of
this aspect of the business in
Ireland, the UK and Europe;
Gerry Fahey has joined the
Group as Managing Director of
the Barlo panel radiator
aving agreed to pay £4
million for Kingspan
Veha Ltd -- part of
which is payable in instalments
over three years -- Barlo has
announced a rights issue aimed
at raising a reported £10
million. This money will be
used to facilitiate the purchase
of the plant in Wicklow, to
cover an investment of
approximately £4 million in
new plant and machinery, and to
strengthen the balance sheet of
the company which made a loss
of £200,000 before tax for the
year ended 31 December 1992.
While the suddeness of the
announcement was unexpected,
0" :\1 itself is no great
SlJ, .,se. It's no secret that the
Kingspan Group was willing to
sell the wicklow-based Veha
manufacturing plant. That Barlo
__ with Tony Mullins at the
helm -- should be the buyer was
also anticipated. Tony Mullins
has a reported "healthy appetite"
for acquisitions, even taking
control at IRG in a hostile bid
before going on to acquire Veha
NV, the Belgian radiator
manufacturer, for £14.5 million
last year. In a complementary
move, Barlo also acquired
Warmstyle Ltd (and the
Warm tyle brand name) through
which radiators manufactured
by Veha NV are distributed
throughout the UK. Other than
to announce the facts -- and the
planned investment in the
Barlo Acquires
Kingspan Veha
For £4 Million
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If it has to
or just very
If air has to be supplied fast
or just very slow;
with the right air-handling
systems in combination with
the right temperature control
of Mark B.V., you're always
assured of:
I draught-proof air discharge
I low temperature gradient
I sufficient capacity
I the right system for
every application
I many yeilrs of practical
experience
I first-rate advice
I excellent service
o fast
low....
Mark GS/GC Rooftop Mark FOhn Mark Calflo Mark Klimat
Dublin Office -- PhonelFax 01-283 9156
Contact: Maurice Byrne
Mark EIRE BV Coolea Macroom Co. Cork, Eire
phone 026-45334 fax 026-45383 1.$.1150 9OOO/EN 29000QUALITY SYSTEM2
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BSS Management Changes (page 4)
NEXT MONTH
Terry Momo, Regional
Director for Ireland.
Shay Kiernan, Managing
Director, Heating Distributors
Ltd. See page 7.
Michael Quinlan, Area
Director, Cork
John Brophy, Area
Director, Dublin.
Great Scott ... Another Side of Tom, Hevac Director and
life-long GAA supporter -- both on and off the playing field;
Product reviews -- Bathrooms, sanitary ware and
accessories; Pumps and accessories; BSNews Interview-
Brendan Stack, Managing Director, BSS Ireland Ltd, has
announced his impending "retirement" (see below/page 4).
PAGE 2
TRADE NEWS
ABB District Heating; Forthcoming CIBSE Events; IDHE Tackles Sealed
Systems; £1 Million Wilton Upgrade; Direct from York ACR Ireland; Additional
Prestcold Wholesaler; Boiler Energy Manager from Danfoss; 500 Energy-
Efficient Homes; Lossnay Heat Exchange Ventilators; BSS Management
Changes; Potlerton Myson... 'Let the Training Begin'; Dan Chambers Cinema
Star; Castle Fire Recharging; ABB Appointment; ''Tomorrow's Refrigerants
Today"; Ireland to Host Design Competition.
PAGE?
HDL ... AND THE BEST IS YET TO COME
While he makes no effort to conceal his sense
of pleasure and achievement at having
successfully reached the silver anniversary
mark in business, Shay Kiernan is the first to
acknowledge the role of others in the success
story represented by Heating Distributors Ltd.
PAGE 25
GRILLES, LOUVRES AND DUCTING
PAGE 28
BSNews PROFILE ...BEMAC GRANT
We profile Bemac Grant, the manufacturing
arm of the Grant Group.
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Building
Services
*News
Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
The Mechanical Engineering & Building
S 'ces Contractors'
, iation (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
BSNews. February 1994 1
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ABB District
Heating
ABB Environmental control
Ltd, now offers customers a
complete system for
transmission and distribution of
district heating.
Many years experience and
constant development work
throughout Europe has given
ABB a great knowledge of
design and supervisory
installation of pre-insulated pipe
systems. The pre-insulated pipes
are a standardised and tested
product, comprising all
necessary components. All over
the world many thousand
kilometers of buried ABB pipes
and fittings are evidence of
great reliability of the system
and its strength under all
climatic conditions.
As a result, ABB has developed
a unique fitting system with
Taper lock muffs for the joints
of small pipe dimensions, and
band Muffs® for large pipe
dimensions. As an added
safeguard the ABB system can
be supplied with an integral
surveillance system which
monitors every meter of
pipeline electronically and
indicates automatically if a fault
has occurred in the network.
Contact: Alan Binley, ABB
Environmental control Ltd. Tel:
01-522622.
ABB's pre-insulated district
heating pipe system is a bonded
system. The pipes consist of a
steel service pipe and a plastic
outer casing, securely bonded
together with a foam insulation.
2 BSNews, February 1994
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Forthcoming CIBSE Events
CPD Course: Fire & Smoke - Venue: IEI - Date: Tuesday 8th
March 1994.
CmSE Design Team Trophy: Golf - Venue: Castle Golf Club -
Date: Friday 25th March 1994.
AGM and lecture on high purity piping. Presentation of Journals
1901 to 1960, to IEI - Venue: IEI - Date: Thursday 14th Apri I
1994.
Evening lecture: Electronics in Lighting - Venue: IEI - Date:
Thursday 21st April 1994.
Contact: Brian Homan. Tel: 01-2805666.
At the signing of the £1 million contract for the Wilton shopping Centre
were· standing (left to right): Frank Ryan, Mall ManagementlJackson
Stops McCabe; Ambrose Guilfoyle, Wilton shopping Centre; Denis
Lordan, Wilton SC Traders Association; and Kevin Brosnan, Sisk. Seated
(left to right): Pat Horgan, Sisk; Michael Blaney, IPFPUT; Roddy Hogan, R
Hogan &Associates; and Hugh Coveney, PF Coveney Quantity
Surveyors.
Direct from York ACR
Ireland
As part of York's continued development and commitment to the
Irish air conditioning and refrigeration market, the full range of
York products is now available direct from York ACR Ireland.
The complete range of York products include:
Air-cooled chillers; Water-cooled chiller; Reciprocating, screw
and centrifugal compressor: Absorption chillers; Industrial and
process refrigeration; and Air-cooled products including mini-
splits, rooftop packages and heat pumps.
A comprehensive support package - including ex-stock spares
and full after-sales service - is also available from York ACR
Ireland.
Contact: Nicholas MorrisonlAustin McDermott. Tel: 01-4569424
IDHE
Tackles
Sealed
Systems
Sealed Systems and Their
Application was the title of the
IDHE technical evening on 10
February last.
Lou Watts, Managing Director,
Euro Tronics H&V Ltd, was the
principal speaker.
His paper dealt with the latest
development on sealed systems
technology. In recent times,
ealed or pressurised ystems
has become somewhat
controversial. He addressed
many of the aspects and
problems relating to design and
application - ie, filling methods,
static pressures, siting and
sizing of vellels, etc -
conforming to the codes of
practice laid down by British
and European Standards. The
evening was sponsored by
Hevac Ltd
Additional
Prestcold
Wholesaler
Fridge Spares (Wholesale)
has been appointed as a non-
exclusive wholesaler for
Prestcold brand semi-hermetic
compressors and condensing
units in the Republic of Ireland.
They will operate alongside
HRP Walker, the existing
Prestcold wholesaler..
With offices in Dublin and
Cork, Fridge Spares is led by
Managing Director Dermot
Byrne. The company already
markets a full range of
complementary refrigeration
products and is a distributor for
Frigabohn evaporators and
condensers.
Contact: Dermot Byrne. Tel:
01-303466.
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Boiler Energy Manager from
Danfoss
The basic reason for
fitting central
heating controls in
the home is to try to
ensure that only
essential heating
fuel is burned, in
providing the
comfort required. Danfoss BEM5000 Energy Management
Yet, in many of to- System.
day's systems there
remains the question of over-generation of heat when weather
conditions improve, or of residual "wasted" heat left within the
. .r and system pipework when the boiler is switched off.
new Danfoss BEM5000 boiler energy manager, with its built-in
hot water over-ride feature is the ideal solution for most domestic
dwelling. Using its ESMT outdoor ensor and its ESMA return
water sensor, it co-ordinates the operation of central heating and hot
water systems.
The BEM5000 through the use of "weather compensation" control,
adjusts the temperature of the heated water flowing to the radiators
in accordance with changes in the outside ambient temperature. It
ensures that the boiler only fires when necessary and, with its
automatic pump over-run facility, that the heat generated is put to
use in the system and not wasted up the flue.
When there is a demand for hot water, the weather compensation is
temporarily over-ridden, and water at the boiler temperature setting
will flow to both heating and hot water circuits. Immediately the hot
water tank reaches the required temperature, the energy-saving
mode is resumed.
T BEM5000 can be used to improve energy-efficiency in most
ntional systems. Efficiency levels can be exceptionally high
when used in fully pumped systems fitted with Danfoss RAS-C or
RAS-D radiator thermostats, which provide close modulating
control.
Contact: David Sampson. Tel: 01-626811.
Lossnay
Heat
Exchange
Ventilators
Ventilation of insulated heated
or air conditioned buildings
often wastes a considerable
amount of the building's heating
or cooling energy. To combat
this loss, Lossnay has total heat
exchange units to allow
effective extraction of stale
indoor air and the efficient
recovery of heating or cooling
energy to treat in-bound fresh
air.
Lossnay total-heat exchangers
utilise the heat transfer property
Air drawn from room
(stale cool or warm air)
P rtlllon plate
(speCially
lrealed paper)
Spacer plate
(speCially
Ire led paper)
Air led Inlo room
(Iresh cool or warm air)
Indoors
and moisture permeability of
specially-treated paper.
Passages for air supply and air
exhaust in the Lossnay element
are separated, allowing no
mixing between them. Yet, their
extremely high enthalpy-
exchange efficiency (60%-70%)
can contribute to the reduction
of initial capital costs and
running costs of traditional
heating systems by up to 30%.
They can be simply installed to
a sist in curing "sick building
syndrome" by introducing fresh
air while minimising loss of
heating or cooling energy.
Contact: Mike Sheehan,
Mitsubishi Electric, Air
Conditioning, Tel: 01-505007.
Air drawn from
oulslde
(fresh outdoor air)
Air exhausted
oulslde
(slale room air)
Outdoors
500 Energy-
Efficient
Homes
A £500,000 EC/lrish building
contract, to build 500 energy-
efficient homes throughout
Europe, (60 of which will be
built in Ireland) was signed
yesterday by (L-R) Jorgen Nue
Moller (Denmark) and Gerry
Murphy, First National
Building Society (Ireland).
Diagram shows the principal
behind the Lossnay Heat
exchange ventilators. Details from
Mitsubishi Electric, Air
Conditioning.
Win a 21" Mitsubishi
Electric Nicam TV
Pick Big Jack's team selection
for the World Cup finals and
win a Mitsubishi Electric
nicam TV. Enter as many
times as you wish. See next
month's issue of BSNews.
BSNews, February 1994 3
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Contact: Dan Chambers. Tel: 01-8303222.
Dan Chambers Cinema Star
Castle Fire Recharging
"Tomorrows
Refrigerants
Today"
RSL (Ireland) Ltd and rCI Klea
presented a whole new range of
refrigerant gasses to the trade on
the 15 February at the Royal
Hospital Kilmainham. There
was a huge attendance and the
technical presentations which
lasted into the early evening
were very well received by the
knowledge and appreciative
audience. BSNews will carry a
full report in our next issue.
Contact: Gerry McDonagh.
Tel: 01-508011
Ireland to
Host Design
Competit~on
Three hundred students from
universities world-wide will
compete in a major international
building design competition
which was launched by the
Minister for Education, Niamh
Shreathnach TD at a reception
in DIT College ofTechnology,
Bolton Street recently.
The competition - Internati
Interact '94 - will be hosted in
Ireland by the organisers Junior
Chamber Dublin. It is designed
for third-level architecture,
quantity surveying and
tructural engineering students
world-wide.
The 300 students compete in the
team-based competition. Each
team will receive an identical
brief to design and cost a
theoretical College of Music for
Dublin, off North Great
Georges Street.
The International Final will be
held in Dublin on 5 May 1994
and the award winning designs
will be on display at Tailors
Hall, Christ Church Place.
ABB Appointment
ABB Environmental Control
Ltd have been appointed sole
distributors in Ireland for the
Climavenita and Clivet range of
chillers. Full details from ABS
Environmental Control Ltd,
Belgard Road, Tallaght, Dublin
24. Tel: 01-522622; Fax: 01-
599939.
Potterton Myson... 'Let the
Training Begin'
Potterton Myson (Ireland) Ltd's purpose-designed training centre is
now operational and contains six working boilers and systems (oil
& gas); full controls installations; and full audio visual facilities.
The normal format for use of the centre will feature one-day courses
for different types of clients. Content will be tailored to suit the
specific needs of each group, be they Merchant Staff, Specifiers,
Installers or Service Engineers.
Typical courses can be as follows: Basic electrics - An
Appreciation; Controls - Applications and Wiring; Domestic Gas
Boilers - Wall-mounted; Floor-mounted; System boilers and Combi
boilers; Domestic oil boilers - Indoor applications, system design
and application.
A presentation of the group profile will normally be included in the
day's visit and full technical handouts on the selected products to be
covered will be made available to participants.
Contact Ciaran McDermott at 01-590870.
Dan Chambers Ltd has recently supplied Europak CH centrifugal
fans, Gemini twin centrifugal roof units and the MFQ mixed-flow
range to the new Multiplex 7 Screen Cinema which was recently built
on the Headford Road in Galway. The manufacturing arm of the
company, Dan Chambers Manufacturing, was also involved in
supplying grilles (AerGrilles) and fire dampers to this job.
Ventilation and sound criteria were extremely stringent to ensure the
comfort of cinemagoers, and consulting engineers Heavey Kenny
Associates opted for Roof Units fans to ensure quiet efficiency
throughout the complex.
Dan Chambers Ventilation Sales Director, Jim Bollard said: "In a
project such as the Multiplex 7 Screen Cinema, it is vital that the
ventilation system works effectively to ensure that the customers are
comfortable throughout the performance - and of course, quiet
operation is essential so that no-one mi ses what is going on up on the
screen. In this respect we believe that the Roof Units range is ideal for
such a situation.
Castle Fire Prevention has installed a new Co2 "state of the art"
fire extinguisher filling plant. This now enables Castle Fire to
provide an efficient fire extinguisher cartridge recharging service,
together with a C02 gas fire extinguisher refilling facility.
Castle Fire's service comprises supply, installation, staff training
and maintenance of equipment. There is also a 24-hour
emergency service call-out facility.
BSS
Management
Changes
On the retirement of Brendan
Stack, Managing Director, on
21 March 1994 next, the
following management structure
will apply in BSS (Ireland) Ltd.
Dublin Area - John Brophy will
assume the position of Dublin
Area Director, responsible
directly to Terry Monro, UK
Regional Director. Brendan
Colgan will assume the position
of Branch Operations Manager,
Dublin, responsible to John
Brophy.
Cork Area - Michael Quinlan
will assume the position of Cork
Area Director, responsible
directly to Terry Momo, UK
Regional Director. Paddy Byme
will assume the position of
Branch Operations Manager,
Cork, responsible to Michael
Quinlan.
Terry Monro is the BSS UK
Regional Director who looks
after the North East Region
(Newcastle, Stockton &
Belfast). He now adds Dublin &
Cork to his other
responsibilities.
However, Brendan Stack will
still be involved with BSS in a
sales capacity, on a part-time
basis, for some time to come.
BSNews will have an interview
with Brendan in our next issue.
Contact: Brendan Stack.
Tel: 01-541966.
4 BSNews, February 1994 6
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WE PROMISE
THE EARTH.
Who would have thought that the energy that
should be the first choice for commerce, could be the
first choice for our environment too. Natural Gas is
not just the most cost effective fuel, but it also
protects our world.
It's clean, efficient, totally compatible with the
more minimal design of today - and, because you
never encounter problems of delivery, storage or
advance payments, eminently sensible.
As we build for the future, responsible experts in
design and construction are specifying Natural Gas.
( NATURAL GAS ]
ThE WAY WE LIVE NOw.
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And the Best is
Yet to Come!
In the final analysis it
is all about providing
solutions ... be it to
architects and
consultants, trade
customers, and the
general public.
Contact Heating
Distributors Ltd,
145/147 Richmond
Road, Dublin 3.
el: 01 .. 837 5144.
W hile he makes no effort toconceal his sense of pleasureand achievement at having
successfully reached the silver
anniversary mark in business, Shay
Kieman is the first to acknowledge the
role of others in the success story
represented by Heating Distributors Ltd.
Shay Kiernan, Managing Director
He pays special tribute to all the staff at
HDL, particularly those who have long-
service records with the company. He
also recognises the invaluable
contribution of suppliers and customers,
especially those with whom HDL has
enjoyed long-standing, productive and
profitable trading relationships.
However, in evaluating these strengths,
Shay is anything but retrospective.
Today's management structure and sales
and marketing strategies are very much
focussed on the future. The 25th
anniversary milestone is seen as but the
foundation upon which the future growth
and prosperity of the company will be
based.
HDL is intent on anticipating market
trends and requirements well in advance
of their becoming generally accepted
and of pioneering their introduction into
Ireland.
The HDL product portfolio as it stands
today bears testimony to this fact. It
encompasses brand-leading,
internationally-acclaimed names,
carefully chosen to meet all anticipated
market requirements while, at the same
time, being complementary to one
another, thereby providing a
comprehensive, unrestricted choice.
This is especially so in today's specifier-
driven marketplace where quality, value-
for-money, environmental
considerations, energy-efficiency and
aesthetics are all vital.
In the final analysis it is all about
providing solutions ... be it to trade
customers,and the general public, or
architects and consultants. Hence also
the three separate elements of HDL's
business - wholesale/trade counter;
agency lines; and the general showrooms
Heating Distributors 1
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Another programmer in the 425 Series,
the Tiara, offers 16 programmes for
fully-pumped sy terns, and 10
programmes for gravity HW/pumped
heating systems, with the 425 Diadem
being a twin-circuit unit with neon
indicator lights offering 16 programmes
for fully-pumped systems and 10
programmes for gravity HW/pumped
heating systems.
All 425 Serie programmer have at-a-
glance ettings, an advance witch which
reliable, accurate control while the 425
Coronet is particularly uitable for
combi boiler systems, warm air sy terns
and extra zone control.
Wonderfire, Europe's foremost manufacturer
of coal and log-effect gas fires, has largely
been responsible for the technical
development of the decorative gas fire into
the efficient, visually attractive, heat
generating products we know today. The
company introduced the ceramic burner
principle a decade ago and since then
Wonderfire has enjoyed the lion's share of
the quality end of the European market. The Wonderfire Senator
Wonderfire has always been to the forefront
with technical innovation and compliance with regulatory standards. To this end all
new appliances now being developed meet with CE Mark approval which becomes
mandatory on I January 1996.
Two years ago Wonderfire merged with Vermont Castings, a company that has long
been in a similar position as leaders of the clean-burn wood stove market. A new
company, VCW International, was formed with the two leading brand names
operating under the one umbrella.
The Award winning Wonddrfire Senator in et live fuel-effect gas fire is one of the
most successful results of this merger and has broken all previous Wonderfire sales
records.
Much of its success stems from the elegant design, combining traditional cast iron
craftsmanship with the advanced Wonderfire combustion system. Other design
prioritie included easy installation, concealed through accessible controls which
remain completely cool while the fire is operating, and a sub tantial 4.1 kW heat
output at 61 % efficiency.
Models are available for both natural and calor gas and in a choice of finishes
including Classic Matt Black plus Midnight Black and Sand enamels. Senator can be
fitted to practically any domestic chimneyltlue system including masonary, 7" or 5"
factory made flues, recessed box installations and 5" flue liners.
Wonderfire produce a wide range of coal and log-effect fires for natural and LP gas,
including the cost-effective GasFlame G2 Decorative gas fire and the versatile
Airflame Gemini LIFE.
• HORSTMANN
• WONDERFIRE
The public's awareness of the need to
conserve energy has never been greater
and Horstmann programmers and water
heating controls give customers all the
choice they need to create a comfortable
home and save money on fuel bills. The
Horstmann range is vast and it would be
impossible to cover it all in the space
available here. What follows is a brief
sampling which clearly illustrates the
quality, scope and diversity of
application of the range.
425 Series -- Horstmann's best-selling
425 Series electromechanical
programmers offer straightforward,
This has become a very important aspect
of HDL's business and plans are now
underway for further alterations and
extensions which, when finished, will
incorporate over 2,000 sq ft of purpose-
designed display facilities. Everything
on show - from fires through to cookers
- can be seen in full working order.
Complementing this quality product
portfolio and professional product
presentation is an equally-disciplined
and attentive quality service philosophy.
As products - and indeed
customers/clients - become more and
more sophisticated, so too does the need
for knowledgeable and competent staff.
HDL is particularly lucky in this respect.
All personnel are highly-qualified in
their respective areas of expertise and
undergo continuous training and re-
education programmes to ensure that
they can give expert advice in a simple,
yet competent, manner.
It is against this background - and the
confidence implicit in this pedigree-
that HDL looks to the future. The
development potential for sale growth
into new areas of activity is already
being reali ed and, as the following
pages clearly illustrate, HDL has the
armoury - in terms of the calibre of
personnel and the quality and diversity
of the product portfolio - to maximise
the opportunities that lie ahead. Shay
Kiernan invites you to join him in
sharing the profits that will inevitably
accrue.
which architects, trade customers and
contractors alike all avail of to
illustrate/demonstrate the produc:ts in
professionally-presented, authentic, in-
situ situations.
This has evolved from the "Home Heat
Centre" concept, an idea conceived by
HDL and subsequently taken up and
implemented nationwide by the gas
utilities. In fact, HDL has a very active
business relationship with natural gas
(Bord Gais) and LPG (Calor) whereby
the benefits of both energy types are
portrayed to their best advantage in the
showrooms.
2 Heating Distributors 10
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Total programming
and energy control
from Horstmann
Horstmann are leading the way - in
quality, in technology, "in style and in
choice.
Whatever you need in domestic central
heating programmers and hot water
controls, Horstmann have the answer.
From the best-selling electromechanical
425 Series, to the sophisticated 5 Series
and economically-priced Centaur
electronic programmers. From Horstmann's
range of motorised valves to Centaurstat-
the new electronic programmable room
thermostat.
If you want superb style, proven reliability,
full compatability and the widest possible
choice - home in on the quality range.
For further details call
Heating Distributors now on
Dublin 375144
--
•
--
RORSTMANN
TIMERS AND CONTROLS
Horstmann Timers and Controls Limited
Newbridge Road, Bath BA1 3EF, England
B$57S0 Part 1
1509001
, 05646
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With new regulations coming into force governing the surface temperature of
radiators in certain locations, Coverad offers an attractive, hygienic, robust, easily
cleaned and maintained means of reducing surface temperatures to well within
guideline limits.
Waterproof, rustproof, corrosion-proof, - it is ideal for bathrooms, shower rooms,
etc. It is also unaffected by acids, solvents, decorating materials.
The mooth, easy-to-clean, construction does not support bacteria, is odourless in use
and comes with a 5-year guarantee. Almost any size requirements can be
accommodated, and it is maintenance-free - being highly resi tant to damage; very.
strong yet flexible; does not dent; never needs decorating; and is self-coloured
throughout.
Coverad is simple to fit, being light in weight and supplied to any size; for new or
existing radiators. Security fittings are also available..
allows a temporary override without
altering settings and four programmes:
permanently on, permanently off, on all
day and on/off twice a day.
ChanneLPLus -- Horstmann' new
ChannelPlus range of electronic
programmers is a major breakthrough as
it introduces ChannelPlus H37, the first
programmer to offer three different
independently-timed channels. This
means that the ChanelPlus H37 has the
ability to control hot water plus two
heating zones.
The ChannelPlus range consists of seven
different units including two-channel
and single-channel programmers with
24-hour and 7-day options. ChannelPlus
H121, while not strictly a two-channel
programmer, offers two circuits with a
common time base and is an ideal
replacement for Horstmann 425 Diadem
and 425 Tiara electromechanical
programmers.
Centaur -- Customers who want a low-
.COVERAD
• MERLIN
FIREPLACES
The Amazing Grate Trading Company
- a trading division of Merlin
Fireplaces Ltd - manufactures a
impressive range of unique
reproduction art nouveau inserts and
mantlepieces. Pictured right is the
carved Corbel plain mantel, a simple
design with classic styling, making it
suitable for many sitautions. It is
shown with a polished Bernadette
Arch insert and a 6-ball barley twist
fender.
Aisling Kiernan, Sales Manager
cost programmer with all the advantages
of a microprocessor-control can choose
from the four units in Horstmann's
Centaur electronic range. There are two
weekday/weekend programmable units -
- the single circuit Centaur SC7 and the
two circuit Centaur TC7.
All Centaur programmers are operated
by just three buttons with up to three
"on" and three "off' settings each day.
The programmers also feature a one hour
boost, instant advance, and battery
reserve. An installer test flap allows in-
situ circuit testing and fault finding. A
multi-compatible wall plate ensures easy
installation.
Centaurstat -- Centaurstat is an
ingenious, battery-powered,
microprocessor-controlled room
thermostat which lets users programme
different room temperatures in advance
to meet their lifestyles through the day
or through the week.
There are two models, both of which
Horstmann Centaurstat 1
have up to four different periods per day,
each with its own "target" temperature.
Once Centaurstat is programmed, only
plus or minu buttons are needed to
adjust the temperatures.
Centaurstat I repeats the set programme
every 24 hours, while Centaurstat 7 lets
the user set two 24-hour programmes
which can be allocated to the various
days of the week. Centaurstat is ideal for
controlling combination boilers, air
conditioning or solid fuel central
heating.
Compatibility -- Horstmann also offers
compatible room and cylinder
thermostats and a full range of motorised
/
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Administration - Mary Joyce with Mary O'Brien.
-
Made in Randolph and
Bethal, Vermont, the
prestigious range of cast-iron
stoves and fireplaces from
Vermont Castings are much
more than functional
appliances ... they are unique
"furniture pieces". Four
ingredients make-up the
Vermont philosophy-
Design, quality, the
environment and customer
service. These features are
incorporated into the entire
range. Making it especially
suitable for installation in
larger homes and re taurants,
hotel foyers, pubs etc where
the unit also serves as an
attractive focal point.
Every Vermont Ca ting
stove and fireplace comes
with a limited 3-year
warranty against defects in
materials and workman hip. Vermont Intrepid gas stove
All gas-burning units are
certified to applicable ANSI standards, while the wood-burning stoves and
fireplaces are certified by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Specify
Vermont fQr stoves, fireplaces and fireplace inserts of distinction.
• VERMONT
.TELEDYNE
Teledyne Series One pool and spa
heaters are designed with ease of
operation, durability, and safety in mind.
Another benefit is energy efficiency -
Series One is rated at 80%+, which is the
highest average energy efficiency of any
heater today. It is also design certified by
the American Gas Association
Laboratories to ANSI Standard Z21.56.
Teledyne Laars is the first choice of
architects and consulting engineers for
gas pool and spa heaters. With 40 years
of experience, it builds strong, reliable
heaters, backed by a 2-year/5-year
double protection warranty. Latest
introduction is the 320,000 BTU, 97%
efficiency-rated heater.
With the Teledyne Laars top quality is
assured, along with convenience, safety
and energy efficiency.
Among the installations currently in use
throughout Ireland are the following:-
West Lodge Hotel, Bantry, Co Cork;
Barley Cove Hotel, Co Cork; Four
Seasons Hotel, Co Monaghan; Limerick
Inn Hotel, Co Limerick; Wexford
Corporation, Co Wexford; and Sean
Kelly Sports Complex, Carrick-On-Suir,
Co Tipperary.
6 Heating Distributors
valves including a 3-port mid-position
valve and 2-port spring return valves.
Water Heating Controls -- Horstmann
immersion heater controls, rated at 3kW,
have been specially developed for use
with cheap-rate electricity tariffs.
The E7 Quartz is Horstman's simple,
highly-accurate, interal timeswitch and
boost control; Horstmann's E7BX is a
two-hour mechanical boost control
incorporating a DP isolator switch; while
Horstmann's Electrisaver is a neat
electronic one or two-hour boost control
with simple two-button operation.
Quality -- The success of the Horstmann
range is based on a heavy investment in
research and development and a total
commitment to quality. All Horstmann
products are designed to meet current
safety standards and are manufactured
under quality-systems approved to BS
5750 part I, ISO 9001 and EN 29001.
14
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• POTTERTON MYSON BOILERS
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• POTTERTON
MYSON RADIATORS
Sales - Brendan Kennedy with Cliona
Kiernan
Potterton Myson offer one of the most
comprehensive ranges of steel panel
radiator on the market. These include
the Supaline range of steel panel
radiators; the Premier HE range of
round-top radiators; and the range of low
surface temperature radiators (LST) now
being increasingly specified.
Premier HE is the very latest round-top
radiator from Potterton-Myson.
Following on from the successful
Premier range, the model produces an
increase in output per square foot of up
to 12% on single convectors and 19%
extra for double convectors.
Potterton Myson has also developed a
new paint coat that gives a smooth,
white, hard-wearing finish that fully
complies with the RAL European colour
specification. To give still further
choice, there are eight new sizes. Every
radiator is pressure tested before it
leaves the factory, and is double
recognised the world over since 1754.
With such an impressive background, it
is not surprising that DRUs gas heating
products are of extremely high quality,
manufactured to BS5750 part 2, and
approved and used in countries around
the world.
Heating Distributors is part of an
extensive network of international
stockists who carry the Drngasar wide
range of high-quality, innovative, cost-
saving heaters.
The Potterton Myson range of boilers covers all requirements in gas, oil and system
boilers. Brief details are as follows:-
Potterton Myson enters the system boiler market with the Ultra. Five boilers in the
range cover all applications, with outputs from 20,000 Btulh to 80,000 Btu/h.
The Ultra has been designed from an installers perspective. All models feature an
optional factory-fitted, pre-wired diverter valve. An optional programmer is also
available across the range. The Lynx 2 from Potterton Myson is designed for ease of
installation and improved efficiency. It is a fan-assisted, room-sealed combination
boiler designed to operate on natural gas and LPG, within a fully-pumped system. It
has central heating outputs from 30,000 Btulh to 80,000Btulh. Hot water is
generated instantaneously within the boiler at a maximum output of 80,000 Btulh;
Potterton My on's combi boiler range is completed by the Midas range. The Midas
Sfi fanned (suction) balanced flue version has a maximum hot water and central
heating output of 100,000 Btu/h.
The Midas Bf natural draught
balanced flue can be hung on any
suitable outside wall and offers
central heating output of up to
70000 Btulh and a domestic hot
water output of 83,000 Btu/h;
The Prima Band C fanned-flue,
lirtweight boilers heralded the
rationalisation of existing Potterton
and Myson wall hung boilers. The
Prima B has a balanced flue, while
the C is open flued. Eighteen
models - including four LPG -
provide a complete choice for both
Potterton Prima lightweight cast-iron boiler.
the contract and one-off markets.
The Prima B can be mounted on any outside wall and has four models covering
outputs from 30,000 to 60,000 Btulh. The Prima C is ideal for installation where
there is an existing lined chimney or other suitable flue. It is also available in four
models ranging from 30,000 to 60,000 Btu/h. All Prima models can be range rated.
Other models in the range include the Profile - a boiler for gravity systems; the
floor-standing Kingfisher range; the Marathon, the Apollo - a fabricated wall-hung
boiler; and the oil-fired Vitesse.
• DRUGASAR
Drugasar UK ha been at the forefront of
heating technology since its formation in
1975. This follows the precedent set by
Dutch parent company DRU, whose
innovation in industry has been
Installing a gas heater from Drugasar
means tapping into the technology and
experience of one of the world'
foremost gas heating appliance
manufacturers.
Heating Distributors 7
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"- HevacUmited
70-72 Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1.
'lel: 301211 Fax: 301990
FREE - CUSTOMER INFORMATION LEAFLETS
We know that when the benefits ofcorrosion-proofing are
explained to householders, most consider it to be a wise
precaution, and good value. To help you get that message
across we have produced a Customer Information Leaflet
which explains why corrosion-proofing is necessary. These
leaflets are designed to be clipped to your quotes and are
available free from Fernox.
CENTRAL HEATING LOG BOOK
Ofcourse there will be times when you want to be called back,
for system extensions, upgrades, routine servicing and to
replace worn out components. We have produced a log book
which is designed to contain component information and
history ofthe system; including the name ofthe installer. This
will help form a long lasting
bond between you and your
customers. Even if the house
is sold, the log book remains
to help ensure continuity of
business.
SEND FORFULLDEnuLS
IT PAYS TO BE SURE
Warranty call-backs can result from complaints about boiler
noise, sticking pumps, gassing in radiators and even pinholing.
All of these problems can be caused by corrosion. And corrosion
can be prevented by taking the simple precaution oftreating with
a Femox corrosion-proofer. For an average new system the cost of
the Femox is around £10 and adding it to the F&E tank takes
about 30 seconds. Consequently, many installers consider
corrosion-proofing as low cost insurance against the risk of call-
backs.
Corrosion-Proofing
---\, is cheaper than
~....- Call-Backs
. ]
I
J
If call-backs are
driving you cuckoo,
it's time you started
using FERNOX!
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wrapped to ensure that it reaches the site
in prime condition. Each radiator carries
a five-year warranty against
manufacturing defects.
Supaline is a seam-top radiator, the back
of which is now finished to the same
high standard as the front. The paint
specification complies with the RAL
9003, the internationally-recogni ed
colour standard. There is also a top grille
and end panel option kit.
Supaline is available in 161 different
models, four heights - 12", 17".23",
29"; four types - single panel, single
convector, double panel extra, double
convector; and in lengths of up to 126".
The Potterton Myson range of LST
radiators is available in 40 models
comprising two types - super and super
plus; four heights - 840mm, 690mm,
540mm, 400mm; and five lengths -
680mm, lOOOmm, 1320mm, 1640mm,
l800mm.
• FERNOX
Fernox Manufacturing was founded in the early 1960s with the specific intention of
providing corrosion protection for the new type of mixed metal central heating
systems then being introduced.
The company has rapidly developed over the years and is now the UK's and Ireland's
leading supplier of corrosion protection products to the domestic heating trade.
This success has been achieved by the continuous introduction of new and
innovative protection solutions, all of which are tailored to ensure the best possible
performance in any given situation.
The entire Fernox range is designed with the installer in mind, safety and ease of use
being of paramount importance. The company also provides instant support in the
form of inforrnative/educationalliterature and technical advice.
All production is strictly controlled and, to this end, Fernox is registered to BS5750
Part 11 for Quality Assurance.
One of the latest introductions from Fernox is Fernox MB-l which is suitable for
treating both cast-iron and tubular steel boilers.
MB-l is easily added to the system in minutes, and lasts for many years - longer than
the house itself in some cases!
To complete the picture, MB-l is an environmental-friendly product with over 90%
of the ingredients coming from renewable resources. The packaging uses the
maximum possible quantities of recyclable material.
Cannon
• THE FIRST NAME IN GAS
beautiful range ofgas built-in ovens and hobs and kitchen appliances .
• FEATURES·
"U. Two thermostatically controlled ovellS.
"U. Stylislt up and over top door.
"U. Built-in griill in top oven.
"U. l/luminated main ovell.
"U. Spedal shelfsystem in maill oven
providing ten cooking levels.
"U. Heat clealt linings.
"U. Automatic cOlltrol ojboth OVellS
"U. Time of day clock and minute millder.
"U. Fit stalldard kitchell jurniture.
"U. Discreet jasda illumillatioll.
"U. Standard colours or marble effect optiolls.
• FEATURES.
"U. TIlem'ostatically COIl trolled ovell.
"U. Built-ill grill.
"U. l/Iumillated ovelt.
"U. Spedal shelfsystem providillg
telt cookillg levels.
"U. Heat cleall linings.
"U. Fully automatic ovell cOlltrol.
"U. Time ojday Clock and millute
minder.
"U. Fits stalldard kitcl,elljurniture.
"U. Discreet jasda illumillation.
"U. Stalldard colours or marble effect
optiollS.
DISTRIBUTORS (IRELAND) LTD
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS & DISTRIBUTORS.
HEAD OFFICE:
15 - 19 Hendrick Street, (Off Benburb S,eet),
Dublin 7.
Tel: 677 5413 Fax: 677 5601. 17
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• FARAL AIR
CONDITIONING
Faral choose Heating Distributors Ltd to
launch its first-ever range of air-
conditioning units in Ireland. Initially,
four split AlC models are available.
They are the 9000 chill-only; 9000 heat-
pump; 12000 chill-only; and 12000 heat-
pump. Two additional models - the 7000
and 18000 - will be introduced shortly,
to be quickly followed by cassettes.
Faral plans to complete its extensive
portfolio of air-conditioning models with
sophisticated multi-split and f1oor-
mounted units by the end of 1995.
Faral split air-conditioners can be
personalised by setting a wide range of
parameters, including ambient
temperature, quantity of air treated,
airflow direction, level of humidity,
specific switch-down for use at night,
switch-on and switch-off times.
A microprocessor controls the "auto"
function which will operate the unit at
maximum comfort levels with minimum
energy consumption. The outdoor unit is
protected by a tough steel plate box
painted with dry-state paints designed to
withstand adverse weather conditions
and extremes of heat and cold.
Soundproofing materials ensure lowest
possible noise levels and the fan itself is
protected by a close-mesh grill.
• EXCEL INDUSTRIES
Wherever possible, Heating Distributors always source product from Irish
manufacturer and are especially plea ed to have teamed up with Excel Industries,
whose expansive range includes flue pipe and flue product; heating products and
accessories; tubing, tube benders, brackets, fittings and ancillary products;
plumbing products and accessories; stainless steel kitchen and sanitary ware;
Prisma bathroom furniture; and Vento]ex, a range of spiral pipes and fittings for the
ventilating industry.
Apart from its extensive penetration of the marketplace in the Republic of Ireland,
Excel products have a significant market hareholding in Northern Ireland and the
UK.
A key Excel product carried by HDL is Gasvent, a factory-made, twin-wall
uninsulated flue system comprising a range of straight pipe lengths and associated
fittings and accessories. It is suitable for both internal and external use.
Then there is Enamelex. This is a factory-made, mild steel vitreou -enamelled flue
system comprising a range of straight pipe lengths in a range of different colours.
It is manufactured from 1.2 mm thick zero carbon steel which is coated, both
internally and externally, with a high-temperature and acid-resistant vitreou
enamel. It is available in three colours - black, brown and white. It is easy to clean
and maintain and provides for a neat and attractive finish to any installation.
Highly-resistant to heat, it is suitable for use with gas, oil, solid fuel or wood-buring
appliances. It is manufactured
to conform to the requirements
ofBS 69999:1989.
Also from Excel through HDL
is Draughtmaster, a unique,
automatic, one-way, air inlet
and Micafil, a fibre-free
insulation which is the ideal
aggregate for solid fuel room
heaters and chimney insulation. Stop smokey chimneys with Draughtmaster
• EXHAUSTO
CHIMNEY FANS.
A traditional chimney works on the basis
of temperature differences between the
flue gases and the outside air thus
creating over-pressure in the flue. In
many circumstances, updraught is a hit
or miss affair resulting in a smoke filled
room with the additional danger of the
seeping of dangerous monoxide (CO) to
adjacent areas or in the boiler room.
Located on top of the chimney stack,
Exhausto chimney fans provide the
necessary under-pressure along the full
, length of the flue. They completely
remove any risk of spillage of flue gases
into the room as well as any leaks of
10 Heating Distributors
CO/C02 and other poisonous gases.
Constant and controllable updraughts
provided by Exhausto chimney fans
prevents condensation while providing
optimum combustion efficiency in
fireplace, stoves, cookers and boilers
burning solid fuel, oil or gas.
Exhausto chimney fans are constructed
from corrosion resistant cast aluminium.
They are supplied in an attractive grey
hammer-painted finish, are easy to
maintain and carry a I-year warranty.
The ranges offer fan capacities from
350m3Jh to 3800 m3Jh.
Typical examples include the Exhausto
electronic chimney system types RSHG,
RSVG and RSG with DMG double
solenoid valve and EGs29 I electronic
control box for fail-safe supervision.
Photo shows chimney fan type RSV giving
vertical discharge of the flue gases.
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• FARAL RADIATORS
Heating Distributors Ltd are sole
distributors throughout Ireland for the
Italian-made Faral range of die-cast
aluminium radiators which have
excellent heat transmission and also
contribute to substantial savings in
energy use.
An on-going development programme
has taken the range into the realms of
high style and functional practicality. All
Faral radiators are available in a choice
of 180 colours and their modular design
means that they are ideal for use where
space is at a premium or where a
property is architecturally complex.
More and more architects are specifying
Faral as energy conservation becomes a
design priority. The Faral range
comprises four basic styles - Etal,
Lineal, Tropical and, the newest product
being Magic. This is a laterally-mounted
radiator with heating elements set in
WE'VE PUT MORE IN
YOU GET MORE OUT
,~Q;;,.
System
A division
of Eleelrolux Group
In
A NEW
CONCEPT
GAS
COOKERS
TO MAKE
YOUR LIFE
EASIER
~-­
PARKINSON
COWAN
I
PARKINSON COWAN. EID APPLIANCE SALES LIMITED.
LONG MILE ROAD, DUBLIN 12.
TEL: 01-565222. FAX: 01 565097
ELGIN & HALL
If the body of a building is its physical structure, then its soul must surely be
expressed through the architectural details of its interior.
This detailing, which includes ornamental mouldings such as fire surrounds, ceiling
roses, cornices and corbels can be seen in many houses, ranging from the grandest
of stately homes to the humblest of cottages. At its best it can provide a true
complement to the architecture of lhe building in which il is housed.
Sadly, during the course of this century, the story of architectural detailing has been
mainly one of decline, with the rise of modernism gradually causing interior
mouldings lo lose their prominence as decorative features.
In re-establishing a great tradition, Elgin & Hall have brought together a unique
grouping of artists, craftsmen, sculptors and designers, dedicated to restoring these
often-neglected mouldings lo their rightful place - at the centre of the decorative
treatment of any room.
They can be used in many settings - kitchen, bathrooms, conservatories, corridors
and hallways - as well as the main living rooms of the house. They are equally at
home in period properties or the starkest of modern interiors.
The Elgin & Hall brochure (copies from Healing Distributors) clearly illustrates
some of the many varied effects which can be achieved using decorative mouldings.
It also serves as a reference point from which tailor-made ideas can be developed.
Heating Distributors 11
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Tony Kearns (trade counter) with Christy Ivory (transport) and Michael Day (stores).
• CALOR
coating or a choice of 180 RAL colours.
To make life easier still, they are
delivered factory-assembled to a
maximum of 20 sections in length.
Longer radiators may be site-assembled.
Heat makes a room habitable, but add the cosy glow of a Calor real flame fire and
you get much more than just warmth. That indefinable extra something which spells
comfort, to family, guests, customers or employees. So, whether its a home or a
hotel, an office or a club, choose Calor gas.
There's no doubt a fire makes a room. With Calor Gas real flame fires a home can
have the look and feel of a real fire coupled with the convenience and safety of gas.
Real flame fires have easily-accessible, yet cleverly-concealed controls. They allow
for instant adjustment of heat settings and there's no pollution, no smell and - best
of all - no hot ashes.
Instead of chores, there's choice. There's an efficient and decorative room fire to
suit every taste, every style, every pocket. There are living-flame log fires, coal
fires, basket fires, inset wall fires, glass-fronted fires, even enamel stove fires with
flame effects more realistic than ever. The heat outputs satisfy the more demanding
family requirement for real heating efficiency and performance.
What about F1ueing?.. technology has taken care of that too. Nowadays, electronic
chimney fans mean that every home can have a fire. If you don't have a chimney,
you can get rid of the flue gases with an electronic chimney fan. Mounted on the
external wall, it's clean and safe.
If you have a capped chimney, simply use another type of fan. Have it installed on
the outside wall of the chimney stack and sit down to choose the calor real flame fire
which best matches your interior design.
Nor are real flame fires restricted to the home. Pubs, clubs, hotels, restaurants and
offices can all be heated by stylish and efficient real flame fires. Just as different
fires suit different homes, so some business premises are more suited to decorative
fuel-effect gas fires. Others may prefer the conventional gas fire.
Calor Gas can be supplied bottled or in bulk from a network of nationwide supplies.
When you choose Calor you get all of the aforementioned benefits but, more than
that, you get peace of mind.
Available in 13 heights between 290mm
and 2390mm, with a common width of
45mm and variable depths from 66 to
230mm, Tando radiators are finished in
a standard white high gloss epoxy
Faral Radiators innovative Magic towel
rail.
different configurations so that it can be
used as a towel rail. Ultra-slim, Magic is
ideal for use in bathrooms, Idtchens or
cloakrooms and offers 30% more heat
output than tubular steel when fully
draped.
Magic is now available in a new range of
metallic and textured surface treatments,
as well as a spectacular and beautiful
new mirrored finish. It also comes in the
full spectrum of 180 RAL colours, plus
white. Compatible with all wet systems,
there is also a model which can be
powered by the domestic circuit.
The continuous research that is built into
the production programme at Modena,
Italy, has recently brought on stream a
new phosphochromatic anti-corrosion
treatment process. All Faral radiators
now carry Quality Assurance
certification to IS09002.
Tondo® is the new tubular steel radiator
from Faral. Tondo's sectional assembly
with steel nipples and heat-resistant
ilicon joints is simplicity itself to
install. With 1" waterways, it is designed
to be compatible with existing plugs and
bushes.
Heating Distributors 13
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EXHAUSTO
Chimney Fans for an open flued gas appliance
Fan type RSG installed on the
external wall enables an open flued
gas appliance to be installed in a
room with no chimney. K-version is
used if the chimney has been
capped. The RSG fans discharge flue
gases downwards.
Fan type RSHG overcomes spillage
from an existing fireplace. It is located
on top of the chimney stack, giving a
horizontal discharge of the flue
gases.
RSVG Design reg.no. 2.002.532
Fan type RSVG offers high pressure
and a powerful vertical column of flue
gases. It overcomes spillage from an
existing fireplace having a flue with
high resistance due to a small flue
diameter, bends etc.
In the case of a modular heating system, the traditional flue has to be sized for peak loads. In the event that all boilers are not in use
simultaneously, the operating boilers discharge their flue gases into a flue which now is oversized.
The KTA 20 AS constant pressure regulator monitors the updraught pressure in the flue. It maintains the pre-set negative pressure
by automatically varying the fan RPM: increased fan speed for I~rger volumes of flue gases, reduced fan speed for smaller loads.
Application and installation
The fans must only be used with an open flued gas appliance made to SS 5258: Part 12 : 1990. The requirements of SS
5440: Part 1 : 1990 are met when installed in accordance with installation instructions supplied with each fan. The
Exhausto chimney fans should only be installed by a competent person.
THE ELECTRONIC CHIMNEY®
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• NEW WORLD
In over a century of cooker design, New
World has turned cooking from a
domestic craft into a culinary art.
Pioneers of oven thermostat control in
1923, New World continues to lead the
field in innovation and design. A
comprehensive research programme
involving the cook generates
opportunities and new product ideas that
the housewife actually requires.
The New World built-in range is a prime
example of this communication between
cook and manufacturer. The cook
wanted a built-in appliance which
allowed her the versatility to grill food
and bake food at the same time.
The New World Twinline range satisfies
this need, incorporating as it does built-
in appliance which holds both plinth and
worktop alignment, without the need for
a housing unit. It offers the cook the
versatility to grill and bake at the same
New World Twinline Cooker, available in
brown and white.
time by combining a separate grill and
oven.
Features include the Sola grill, the
Gyroflo oven and self-clean oven
linings. Available in three models with
automatic timers, clocks and double-
ovens as you move up the range, the
Twinline is designed so that a new world
hob will fit neatly on top. It is back-
vented so that no warm air is expelled
into the kitchen. It is available in two
colours, white and brown.
The Twinline is on display in Heating
Distributors showrooms.
• BORD GAlS
Over the last 30 years there has been a
rapid development of the role of natural
gas within the European Community.
Natural gas now accounts for about 20%
of the total industrial and residential
energy consumption in the EC, with the
young gas industries in Denmark, Spain
- and Ireland - showing notable growth.
While about one quarter of Irish homes
have natural gas available to them, the
penetration in EC countries with a longer
IMAGE 1000
THE "COOKING CENTRE" FOR SERIOUS COOKS
The Image 1000 fits beautifully into your kitchen, no matter what the style.
Two full-size Gyroflo® ovens • Separate Sola® grill • Non-stick griddle • Four gas burners. Automatic ignition and
re-ignition • Storage compartment • Top positioned controls • Counterbalanced toughened glass lid • Brown or White.
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• PARKINSON COWAN COOKERS
Parkinson Cowan Ovation
60GLXa.
o The purity of natural gas and the
nature of the combustion process have
led to the development of highly
efficient appliances, thereby reducing
emissions further.
An "Energy Rating" indicates the
amount of energy required in a home for
space and water-heating, to maintain a
high standard of comfort. The rating is
given in terms of the number of kWh of
energy required per square metre a year.
The lower the energy rating, the less fuel
required ... which saves money and
benefits the environment.
With a natural gas heating system,
incorporating a timer and temperature
control, a new home can achieve an
energy rating of less than 250kWhlm2.
With supply discreetly piped
underground, there are never any storage
or delivery requirements. The heating
system works on automatic controls,
giving all day comfort, all year round
without any dirt or trouble. And the
.speed, convenience and economy of
natural gas is also available for cooking,
gas fires and tumble driers.
The purity and efficiency of natural gas
means lower energy costs for the home
owner and a cleaner, greener Ireland for
us all.
Parkinson Cowan cookers represent a significant advance in gas cooker manufacture
and design. The new range has evolved from two years of research into exactly what
today's cooks are looking for.
A revolutionary manufacturing process gives them
smooth easy clean contours and a build quality that
has to be seen and touched to be believed.
The styling with rounded contours will help to
transform the whole look of any kitchen.
Each type of Parkinson Cowan cooker can be
identified by its name.
Lyric means that it is a high level grill cooker.
If it's a Sonata then it's the design of cooker that
slides into any style of kitchen.
An Ovation is an automatic slide-in double oven
cooker with all the latest luxury features.
The full range comprises high-level grill cookers;
slide-in cookers; slide-in automatic cookers; and
built-in ovens and hobs.
• CANNON
Cannon is renowned for the quality and value-for-money of its gas cooker and gas
fire ranges. Innovative design features offering genuine benefits to the consumer
form the key to its success in what is a highly-competitive marketplace.
The range is extensive, catering for all individual requirements, thereby offering a
choice which results in a tailor-made solution for each setting.
The following is a sample of
the type of feature-oriented
appliances taken from the
current range.
Canterbury - This is known as
a "slide-in" cooker and is
available in a choice of two
.finishes -- rich brown velvet
vitreous enamel with almond
sides and glacier white vitreous
enamel with white painted
sides;
Double Oven SI - This
versatile cooker incorporates
two ovens and is available in
two colours - white or brown -
for complete colour
coordination. It has a long list
of practical features such as the
"triple S" shelving system; "see
through" door; removable "heat
clean" liners; and timer-
controlled automatic start/finish Cannon Double Oven S
controls.
tradition of gas is much higher.
Energy efficiency represents the main
link between energy and environmental
policies. The most effective way to
reduce pollution is to reduce energy use
by means of increased efficiency.
Natural gas plays an important role in
measures to achieve this. Natural gas is
the cleanest of all the fossi I fuels and its
chemical composition makes it an
environmentally-friendly fuel.
Natural gas emits far less carbon
dioxide than other fuels - up to 30% less
than oil and 50% less than coal - for the
same energy input;
When natural gas is burned, it
produces virtually no sulphur dioxide;
o Absence of solid residues means that
the burning of natural gas produces no
dust or ash;
16 Heating Distributors
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Relax and enjoy the benefits of a real
fire without the fuss.
CALO
Enjoy all the benefits of gas, wher-
ever you live, with the modern range
of Real Flame Fires from Calor Gas.
Independently or as part of a
complete home heating system, leave
all the stoking, cleaning and carrying
of solid fuel behind -and still snuggle
up to the homely glow of a real fire.
With the complete home heating
system you can heat your home,
warm your water and complement
GAS
Wherever you live.
your cooking, at the flick of a switch.
Now you know the benefits of
clean, convenient and environ-
mentally friendly power.
Call Calor on 1850 400 500
now, for your Real Flame Fire
information pack.
Calor Gas. Long Mile Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01 4505000/4507022.
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I'S BEHIND IT THAT
( EW PREMIER H.£
O,t'~ MOST EFFICIENT ROUNDTOP
•
•
PREMIER H-E Look behind the new Myson
Premier HE radiator and you'll see a brand new, high efficiency
convector design that delivers more heat output per square
metre than any other roundtop radiator in Europe today.
E]uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuufr3
MY80n's unique new, high output 40mrn convector.
In line with the current taste for compact, more efficient and less
obtrusive designs, your customers will be able to specify a smaller
convector radiator to achieve the desired heat output at no extra cost.
As well as increasing efficiency, we've increased the range of sizes.
More sizes, more choice. Elegant, stylish and with a
5-year warranty, the new Premier HE range has an
even higher quality paint finish to a European RAL
specification. And improved packaging makes storage
and handling easier.
But there's more behind the new Premier HE than just fins. To help
your customers, we're offering a free computer program, suitable for
any IBM PC or compatible. Easy to use, it will specify the new Premier
HE radiators needed for any size of installation.
And the biggest plus of all, the new Premier HE is backed by the
full strength of Potterton Myson, one of Europe's largest manufacturers
of heating products, by major investments in product development and
research, and by a nationwide sales and service organisation designed
to help you grow your business.
~
POTTERTON MYSON
PART OF BLUE CIRCLE
BELGARD ROAD, TALLAGHT, DUBLIN 24. TEl: 01·590870. FAX: 01-590880.
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PRODUCT REVIEW Season Control
Package!
The complete
Since 1989, Season Control Ltd has been synonomous with the name Longford
Ventilators, manufacturing the complete range of ventilation grilles at their new
premises at Pim Street, Dublin.
These include single and double deflection blade grilles; eggcrate grilles; eyelash
grilles; square fixed blade louvres (standard white finish) circular ceiling diffusers;
linear griles - (suitable for floor and wall mounting); and computer room floor grilles.
All of the above grilles are manufactured from anodised aluminium to BS standard
1474. Standard sizes are generally available from stock. on-standard sizes are made
to order at very short lead times and are available in stainless steel or brass.
All can be painted to any BS or RAL colour required.
So, together with their range of Spiro and flexible duct systems, fans, filtration and
Sl,lpport systems, Season Control really have "The Complete Package".
For ful details and a copy of Season Controls' catalogue, Contact Season Control Ltd,
51-52 Cork Street, Dublin 8. Tel: 01-523688; Fax: 01-537290.
Dan Chambers
- The complete
range of
ventilation
equipment
When it comes to purchasing ventilation
equipment, Dan Chambers Ltd offers the
benefit of having one main reliable
upplier, Roof Units Group. This saves
time and money by facilitating greater
efficiency and allowing the taff to devote
more time to servicing customers needs
from the one location.
Continuously adding to their product
portfolio over the past 17 years, Dan
Chambers Ltd now offers an impressive
range of equipment. The product portfolio
includes a complete range of fans,
attenuator , air handling units, acoustic
enclosures, fume cupboard , laboratory
equipment, custom-made audiometry
suite, air distribution grilles and louvres,
fire dampers and volume control dampers,
a variety of ducting products and duct
accessories.
Brief details of the range are as follows:-
AerGrilles -- Dan Chambers
Manufacturing was established in 1985 to
produce goods that would complement
the product range already available. The
company has grown successfully over the
years and prides itself on producing a
range of high-quality, Irish products.
Apart from the volume control dampers
with their silky-smooth operation and six-
hour rated fire dampers, Dan Chambers
Manufacturing are responsible for
"AerGrilles" a very successful brand of
air distribution grilles.
GDL Grilles -- Recogni ing the demand
SEASON CONTROL LTD.
51-52 Cork Street, Dublin 8
Phone: (01) 532688 Fax: (01) 537290
YOUR INTERESTS ARE OUR PRIORITY !
i
CEILING DIFFUSERS !J~~~~~~~
LINEAR GRILLES
CIRCULAR DIFFUSERS
I1
EYELASH GRILLES
OV6LEMIlV V ttILLES
vEfLE
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IT'S THE BRAND LEADING
PLATE AXIAL ·
•
ROOF UNITS GROUP
The fans come fully assembled. pre-
wired and are simplicity Itself to Install.
With performance testing to 65848
Part 1 1980 and Part 2
1985, quality assurance
to B55750 and a life
For years Roof Units Group have set
the standard by which all axial fans
are judged.
08slgn excellence and precision
engineering combined with the finest drive
unit In the world makes Euroserles the best
plate axial fan you can buy. expectancy over 20
With over 40 models available In sizes years no other product
from 200 to 1000mm. Euroserles will handle can compete for
air performance from 0.025 to 9.44m3 /s8c. quality and value for
Powered by the legendary Zlehl· money.
Abegg external rotor motor, Euroserles'
computer designed precision cast
alumlnlumlmpalla,s MARKET LED-QUALITY DRIVEN
are matched to the
motor then balanced to provide smooth,
quiet vibration-free running.
All models are speed controllable
(except 2 pole) and all have Hot Spot motor
protection fitted as standard. •
AVAILABLE VIA DUBLIN DISTRIBUTORS DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED (01) 303222 FAX: 308888
AVAILABLE VIA BELFAST DISTRIBUTORS ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO LIMITED (0232) 402100 FAX: (0232) 402123
THE GRILLE, DIFFUSER & LOUVRE SPECIALISTS
I Standard Range • "AerGrilles"
~f~Manufactured in Ireland
~+~ Quality Design & Workmanship
~f~ Satisfying your functional requirements
~f~ Value for money
Specialist Range • G.D.L. Grilles
~+~ Hinged & Removable Core Grilles
~+~ PVC Grilles for Toxic Atmospheres
~+~ Perforated Face Diffusers
~* Louvres • Various frame Styles, Shape, Designs
~* Medium to High Security Prison Grilles
~f~ Penthouse Louvres
Telephone,Ol 8303222
Fax: No: 01 830 8888
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PRODUCT REVIEW
GRII.JLI~S &l)UC'I'ING
GDL ceiling diffuser from Dan
Chambers Ltd
for "non-standard" grilles outside of the
AerGrilles range, Dan Chambers Ltd
recently took on the agency for GDL, The
Grille Diffuser and Louvre Company.
The objective here was to complement
the AerGrilles range allowing Dan
Chambers Ltd to cater to all market
ectors. Products now available include
hinged and removable core grilles, PVC
grilles specifically designed for toxic
atmospheres, perforated face diffusers,
and medium to high-security prison
grilles.
Louvres -- Dan Chambers Ltd also carries
a range of external weather louvre and
louvred doors, available to suit the
various design requirements of
Architects. Some of the special features
of this range include the following:
-- Choice of frame styles, including
standard flanged type for surface
mounting; optional narrow framing for
rece mounting; box or reverse flange
tyle for flush mounting; and frameless
panel louvres for continuous line;
-- Various shape options -- circular, oval,
triangular, etc;
-- Variety of designs to suit the budgetary
constraints on particular projects.
Included in the range of louvres are two
types of penthouse louvres -- the
economy penthouse roof unit and the
architectural penthouse roof unit.
-- Dan Chambers Ltd currently supplies
three types of ducting -- flexible ducting,
spiral ducting and super-slim steel
ducting (Flatpak).
Spiral Ducting -- With increasing demand
for spiral ducting, management at Dan
Chambers Ltd made the decision at the
end of 1992 to introduce this product to
their range. They became the agents for
Hotchkiss Spiral Tubes, the largest of the
British owned specialist manufacturers of
spiral and flat oval duct systems. To
complement the spiral ducts, Dan
Chambers Ltd maintain a comprehensive
range of stock fittings in all popular
standard sizes;
Flatpak Ducting -- With the growth in
demand for the Flatpak slimline ducting
system, particularly for use in apartment
schemes, Dan Chambers Lld are plea ed
to have introduced thi product to their
range. The Flatpak concept offers
exceptional design flexibility and, when
combined with the Centrex centrifugal
fan range, flexibility is further enhanced
by the ability to select from four basic
models.
Flexible Ducting -- The Euroflex Range --
Dan Chambers Ltd supply the Euroflex
range of flexible ducting which is
available in four types. These are:-
Euroflex Fibreglass Type 120: A
traditional style flexible duct
incorporating the best feature of earlier
design experience with modern technical
innovation to give a rugged, economical
flexible duct which has an exceptional
fire integrity;
Euroflex Super Type 130 flexible
ducting: A uper-compressible,
aluminium duct constructed from a CIa s
I multiple layer laminate. Enclosed and
supported by a high-tensile continuous
steel helix which offers great resistance to
crushing. Optimised helix pitch gives
smooth bend profiles without material
sag;
Euroflex Thermal Type 200 flexible
ducting:
A pre-insulated flexible duct with 25mrn
high-density fibreglass insulation and
tough outer jacket of reinforced
aluminium laminate acting as a vapour
barrier. It has been independently tested
at Warrington Research Centre and is
designated a Class I material;
Euroflex Acoustic Type 350 flexible
ducting:
Euroflex Type 350 acoustic flexible
ducting has been specifically designed to
provide a quick and effective solution to
the problems of noise transmission into
and from ventilated areas. A pre-insulated
fibreglass skin inner duct with a uniform
layer of fibreglass insulation all enclosed
by a reinforced aluminium laminate
vapour barrier.
Ducting AccessorieslDuctwork
Components -- Dan Chambers Ltd stock a
comprehensive range of ductwork
accessories to satisfy the requirements of
the sheet metal and mechanical
contractors. Included are the following:-
Doby Cleats duct flanging: As the Irish
agent for Doby Cleats, they have top-
quality Doby flanging available in three
sizes (20mm, 30mm and 40mm), all with
corresponding corner pieces and drive
clips. Also available is the double-skin
turning vane with matching track and a
comprehensive range of access doors for
regular rectangular or square ducting and
for spiral ducting.
Duro Dyne - sheet metal "Necessities":
Many of the small items on the shelves of
the warehouse in Dan Chamber Ltd are
ducting and sheet metal accessories
supplied by Duro Dyne. Included in the
range are Duro Dyne SAT 812 and PPT
812 drill screws, the KEV 25 flexible duct
connector, stranglehold banding, vane rail
and Dyn-O-Tie duct ties.
Details from Dan Chambers Ltd, 68
Moyle Road, Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glasnevin, Dublin 22. Tel: 0]·8303222;
Fax: 01-830 8888.
GDL ceiling diffuser with quick-
release core from Dan Chambers
Ltd.
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BSlVel/Vs Pro"file
Specify Bemac Grant for Services
Peace of Mind
Design Crucial.
The fini hed product -- involving type-tested teel work,
certified busbar systems within the same teelwork,
internationally available motor control equipment and
distribution devices of which all are integrated -- give an
aesthetically-pleasing and reliable system backed by
years of in-system acceptance.
Design is crucial to a finished quality product and
Bemac Grant use modern high-speed hardware and
dedicated software packages in the drawing preparation.
Computers, of course, only do what they are told and the
personnel at their controls tend to be "systems"
orientated. With the availability of comprehensive data
banks, drawings both for approval and "as built" are
quickly and professionally produced.
28 BSNews, February 1994
For effective
communications you can
rely on, chose the
Westinghouse Advantage
Range of equipment from
Satchwell Grant.
Bemac Grant Ltd is the new name for two interests
which have been in motor controls for many years.
Bemac Electrical Manufacturing Co Ltd held a strong
position in the distribution, water, sewage and textile
controls while Satchwell Grant were a dominant force in
the heating, ventilation and air conditioning market. In
November 1993, the two names were combined into
Bemac Grant Ltd and
now represent the
manufacturing
division with the
Grant Group.
The requirements of
the marketplace are
diverse and to cater
for the many
variations Bemac
~ Grant utilises an
integrated range of
high-quality
enclosures to produce
panel suitable for
both wall-mounting
and floor-standing.
Bemac Grant is
quality aware and this
is reflected in the
choice of all the
materials used within
the factory-built
assemblies (FBA's). Similarly, the skilled employees
involved in the as embly process have many years
experience in this discipline and are mature enough to
take pride in their work.
The Financial Services Centre in Dublin ... just one of the
many prestigious projects serviced by Satchwell Grant.
Detailed Specification
A 36-page detailed specification has been produced by
Bemac Grant which, although subject to constant
review, aims to incorporate the requirements of many
customers and the requirements of IEC and statutory
regulating bodies. This booklet is made freely available
to those specifying witchboards and motor control
centres.
Bemac Grant produces panels in most disciplines 0
control, including 3.3 KY and 6.6 KY motor control
centres. Recently, control of energy -- whether for
distribution or motive power -- is rapidly moving
towards the totally-inteligent building principle. The
experience of Bemac Grant in the integration of various
software packages has been enhanced with an agreement
on the application of We tinghouse Intelligent products.
With modern premises, proven products, qualified and
reliable per onnel using calibrated test gear with BS5750
Part I quality assured procedures, Bemac Grant ensures
a comprehensive ervice for design, manufacture,
installation and service for all aspects of the electrical
services indu try.
For further information contact Satchwell Grant Ltd, 20
Store Street, Dublin I. Tel: 01-36640; Fax: 01-8746438;
47 Linfield Industrial Estate, Belfast, BTJ2 5GT. Tel:
080232323329; Fax: 08 0232 323218; Enterprise
House, Marina Commercial Park, Centre Park Road,
Cork. Tel: 021-315598; Fax: 021-315598.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE NEW MORE EFFICIENT METHOD OF COMMUNICATION,
THE ADVANTAGE RANGE OF EQUIPMENT FROM WESTINGHOUSE, WHICH FOR
THE FIRST TIME USES STATE OF THE ART CIRCUITRY IN PLACE OF CONTACTORS.
~ATCHWELL GRANT
CONTROL SPECIALISTS
20 Store Street, Dublin 1. Telephone: (01) 366400, Fax: (01) 8746438.
47A Linfield Industrial Estate, Belfast BT12 5GT. Telephone: (0232) 323329, Fax: (0232) 323218
Enterprise House, Marina Commercial Park, Centre Park Road, Cork. Tel: (021) 315598, Fax: (021) 315598
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MANOTHERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
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INSTRUMENTS
A family of accurate and
reliable controllers and
indicators suitable for most
process applications.
FUlly configurable via
front panel for
thermocouple, RTD or
linear inputs and where
applicable relay, SSR or
linear outputs and alarms.
West Thermocouples
and RTD's for all
temperature measurement
applications. Standard .
types are available or
we can manufacture to
your drawing or
sample supplied.
MANOTHERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBLIN 12.
Tel: 01-522355/522229. Telex: 93388. Fax: 516919.
KNOCKBRACKEN PARK, BELFAST BT60HL.
Tel: 0232-491966. Telex: 93388
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